‘Boreham Primary School
A Friendship School
'Daring to aim high, scale new heights, spread our wings and fly far’

50 THINGS TO DO OUT OF SCHOOL!
1:

2: Cook a

3: Complete a Joe

4: Make a

5: Grow a cress egg

6: Play a board

7: Read a

8: Draw a picture of,

9: Invent

10: Design a thank

Phone a
relative/friend to
check on them.

meal for
your family*, it
could be breakfast,
lunch, dinner or just
a yummy snack!

Wicks PE lesson.

model of,
or draw a picture
of, an object or
person who means
a lot to you.

head!

game with your
family.

book,
magazine or
newspaper.

or write about, your
dream job/ what you
want to
be when
you grow
up.

your own
game to play with
your family.

you poster or card
for the NHS with a
reason why you are
thankful.

11: Watch a

12: Make a

13: Learn to

14: Wash and

15: Listen to

16: Blow and

17: With an

18: Tidy up your

19: Learn how to

20: Sit

wildlife
documentary such
as Blue Planet
and/or do a minibeast hunt in the
garden / create a
bug hotel.

Coronavirus time
capsule. Ideas here:
https://www.wikiho
w.com/Create-aTimeCapsule

juggle with three
balls or
learn a
magic
trick!

clean a car*, bike,
scooter or
skateboard.

a free book
from
https://stories.audibl
e.com/discovery or
watch a C-Beebies
bedtime story.

catch bubbles!

adult, write
a letter or
thank you card to a
key worker, thanking
them for their hard
work.

bedroom!

fly a kite.

outside, or by
a door or window, for
30 minutes and listen
to the sounds around
you. How much
nature can you hear?
Draw what you can
hear!

21: Write a letter

22: Keep a

23: Make a den

24:

25: Learn the sign-

26: Learn the

27:

28: Learn a card

29: Plant

30: Draw a self-

to a future ‘you’.
Set a goal for the
future ‘you’ to
achieve. Why is this
important?

diary entry
for a week (or
longer), or create a
storyboard/comic
of your week, or
take 1 photograph a
day for a week.

(inside or
outside).*

Groom/
clean your pet or
its environment*,
or research into an
animal that you
love to see in the
wild one day.

language or the
Makaton alphabet.
Learn to spell your
name! www.britishsign.co.uk/fingerspelli
ng-alphabet-c
harts/

lyrics to a song,
poem or nursery
rhyme and
perform it wearing
a costume if you
wish.

Complete a
jigsaw
puzzle. You could take
a before and after
picture.

game.

some seeds
- see which fruit in
your fruit bowl have
seeds which can be
planted* or take a
photograph/ draw a
detailed picture of a
plant.

portrait, using a
mirror to guide you.

31: Learn to ride a

32: Create a

33: Have

34: Learn

35:

36: Go for

37: Watch

38:

39: If

40: Ask

bike or go on an
extended bike ride
with your family.

wildlife
documentary set in
your garden or write
a description or
draw a picture of
something you can
see outside.

a ‘sort out’
of your old books,
toys and clothes,
putting some aside
to give away to
charity.

about
another culture.

Think of 3
questions
you could ask
someone famous.

a walk with
a family member.

the birds
and find out
what sorts of birds
they are. See if you
have ingredients to
feed them.

Learn/make
up a dance
routine, maybe with a
family member.

someone in
the house has an
instrument, learn to
play it. If not, have
a go at singing to
your favourite song.

a family
member
how you can help
them today.

41: Research and

42: Write a poem

43: Learn the

44: Make a

45: Home bake some

46: Learn some

47: Fix something

48: Help a younger

49: Have a picnic in

50: Create a film

present your family

about something
important to you or

phonetic alphabet
or draw a picture

homemade card
and post it to

treats for the family

new Spanish
phrases at home.

that is broken or help

sibling to improve
their reading and/or

your

night where each of
you take turns to

tree as far back in
time as you can.

create a
‘memory box’
of things
that are important
to you.

for each
letter of
the alphabet.

someone on their
birthday.

or help with
serving and
presenting a
meal.

a grown-up
fix something
of theirs.

writing or practice
your own.

house or outdoor
space!

choose a
film/TV show
to watch.

